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Why focus on carbon 
removal?



Avoidance credits

+ = - = 0
Carbon removal credits

1 tn CO2 emitted 1 tn CO2 avoided
elsewhere
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Net Zero 
emissions
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Net Zero is only possible 
with carbon removal credits



Required growth of the carbon removal market

2022 20502030
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15x
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Growth
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About 
Puro.earth



Marketplace

Registry

Issuing body

Verification (accredited auditors) 

Methodologies + General Rules

Advisory Board

Business operations



CO2 Removal 
Certificates (CORCs)



Measured CO2 removal (net)
A carbon net-negative product/process absorbs more CO2 than 

it emits in its production, with the net effect of removing carbon 

from the atmosphere. Sustainable and certified feedstock is a 

key requirement for the suppliers.

Physical product
or process

Sequestered CO2

The extra carbon embodied in the 

product is turned into CO2 Removal 

Certificates (CORC)

Only the net removal effect is 

credited. Avoided emissions can be 

listed as co-benefits 

The product itself may not be 

marketed as a carbon sink to avoid 

duplicate claims



Capture Stabilization / 
transportation Storage Carbon 

removal

Verification
3rd party auditor

ex-post

Dependency on 
carbon finance
Measurable baseline

Long-term
Beyond the peak of human 
emissions 
50 to 1000+ year permanence

Quantification 
by measuring 
Minimal margin of error

Methodology 

CORC
= 1 tonne of CO2

removed net from circulation

Requirements for CO2 removal methods



The Puro Standard



Engineered carbon removal methodologies

New potential 
methods: blue carbon, 

mineralization

Biochar Carbonated building 
elements

Woody biomass burial Enhanced rock 
weathering

Geologically removed 
carbon

100+ years 1,000+ years 1,000+ years 1,000+ years100+ years



Advisory Board  
Experts who oversee Puro Standard's methodologies and crediting rules

Chairman: Professor Myles Allen
Myles Allen is Professor of Geosystem Science in the School of Geography and the Environment at the University of 
Oxford. He is Director of the Oxford Net Zero initiative, and credited with first demonstrating, 15 years ago, the 
need for ‘Net Zero’ carbon dioxide emissions to stop global warming. His research focuses on how human and 
natural influences on climate contribute to observed climate change and in quantifying their implications for long-
range climate forecasts. Myles has served on the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

Secretary: 
Jimmy Kvarnström
Nasdaq Deputy General Counsel, 
Co-head of European Surveillance

Nikki Batchelor 
Director of the $100M XPRIZE 
for Carbon Removal

Todd Flach
Senior Advisor for carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) in 
The Bellona Foundation

Dr Mai Bui 
Has over 10 years of experience in 
research on carbon capture and 
storage (CCS) technologies

Larissa Lee Beck
Clean Air Task Force’s 
International Director for 
Carbon Capture

Remi Bouteille
Strategic Advisor for the 
Climate Pathfinders Foundation



Biochar

Geologically stored carbon

Carbonated building elements Soil amendment

Wooden building elements Enhanced weathering

5 000

22 000

100 000

2019 2020 2021

Annual CORC Sales
Global portfolio with high growth



Puro.earth’s
Business Model



Driving revenues to carbon projects

Compliance 
market 

• EUAs: 
~$75

Carbon 
Removal 
Carbon 
Market

• Semi-permanent: 
~$100 – 120

• Permanent:
~$150-500

Traditional 
Carbon 
Offset 
Market

• Avoidance / Reductions: 
~$3-$12

• Nature based removals: 
~$25

Corporate Buyers

Suppliers / Facility Owners

CORC = 
CO2 

Removal 
Certificate

CO2



The carbon credit value pool1

Suppliers 
(Generation)

1 Based on McKinsey Value Pool Analysis

48-52%

12-22%
3-4%

~1.5% 1.5-3% 1-2% 100%

Validation & 
Verification

Standard 
Setters

Trading / 
brokerage Carbon credit 

rating
Carbon credit 
data

Financing

~3%

Advisory

Infrastructure

Revenue 
going to 
carbon 

removal 
projects

Advantage of Puro.earth Marketplace

8-10% vs 29-55%

Puro.earth costs breakdown:
Service = 8%
(Covers validation, verification, methodology-related costs, project registration etc.)

Brokerage fee = 0% 
(Puro.earth marketplace costs are included in the service fee)

Secondary trades = 1-2%

Who benefits from the costs savings? 
The savings from the Puro.earth marketplace can translate 
into significant cost savings to buyers and/or higher revenue 
for suppliers

14-29%



Puro.earth’s business model

Pre-issuance

• Puro.earth DOES NOT CHARGE any upfront costs to carbon removal companies 
other than the €900 annual member fee :

• NO methodology development / revision costs

• NO project registration, eligibility or project design review costs

Verification

• Puro.earth PAYS for the independent third-party verification by an accredited 
auditor

• By covering this cost, Puro.earth is avoiding a conflict of interest where the party 
being audited is the one paying for the audit

Issuance and sale

• Puro.earth DOES NOT CHARGE an issuance fee. Instead, Puro.earth only charges 
an 8% service fee when the ownership of the CORC is changed for the first time

• Supplier are free to list their CORCs on ANY MARKETPLACE, sell to corporations 
directly or use the commission-free Puro.earth marketplace

Secondary Trading

• Puro.earth charges and a 1-2% commission on secondary trades

Example

ACME Biochar issues CORCs and sells them for €100 via the following channels: 1) Direct sales 
to corporations, 2) Puro.earth marketplace and 3) ABC Marketplace (which charges a 15% sales 
commission).

From a revenue perspective, the sales channel the supplier chooses does not impact Puro.earth. 
There is also no obligation to use the Puro.earth marketplace. Puro.earth generates its revenue 
from the 8% service fee, which covers all the costs related to the issuance of the CORCs, but 
which is only charged when the ownership of the CORCs change for the first time. The service 
fee should not be confused with the brokerage fees charged by other marketplaces or resellers. 
The service fee structure has some important advantages:

• It supports the growth of the carbon removal ecosystem by keeping suppliers’ upfront costs 
minimal

• It’s a low-cost solution that benefits both buyers and sellers

• It acts as a form of quality control since Puro.earth’s revenue is directly tied to the quality of 
the CORCs, which determines the liquidity and price it can achieve.

Sales channel Market price 
per CORC

Revenue per CORC sale

ACME Puro ABC

Direct sales 100 92 8 -

Puro.earth 100 92 8 -

ABC Marketplace 115 92 8 15



Puro Accelerate



Supply limited market, what’s going on?

Offset MarketOffset Market

Durable Carbon Removal 
Market



Durable Carbon Removal 
Market

Offset Market



CDR Projects in development

Operating 
CDR projects

Under the tip of the iceberg



Puro Accelerate: A program to scale carbon removal

Contractual agreements between a supplier and 
buyer to purchase future CORCs from early-
stage carbon removal projects

Pre-agreed price 

Supplier not paid until the CO2 has been verified 
and removed

Can be sold once CORCs have been verified and 
issued

Can be retired to support neutralization claims 
once CORCs have been verified and issued

Pre-CORCs are tradable digital assets that 
represent one metric ton of CO2 removed in the 
future by a project in development

Prepayments 

The supplier is paid ahead of production when 
the project reaches full funding

Can be sold once Pre-CORCs are issued (before 
being converted into CORCs)

Can only be retired to support neutralization 
claims once Pre-CORCs are converted into CORCs

Pricing 

Payment 

Flexibility

Retirement

Advanced Market 
Commitments

Pre-CORCs



Pre-CORCs: Mitigating non-delivery risk 

RISK AVOIDANCE

Commercial & Technical 
Assessment 

Projects must pass a 
rigorous assessment by 

Puro.earth

Financial risk is shared
Value of prepayments 

should not exceed 150% 
of the value of the 
supplier’s equity

Reserve Buffer
20% reserve buffer at 

issuance to protect 
against a shortfall in 

production

Payments
Prepayments are paid to 

the supplier only when the 
project reaches full 

funding

Delivery Priority
Pre-CORC buyers get 

priority for CORCs 
delivery

Insurance
Non-delivery risk 

insurance exclusive for 
Puro.earth buyers with 

carbon insurers Kita



Puro.earth

Call for action



Price index increases 
transparency

• Puro.earth has published volume weighted average prices since 
the start of commercial operations 

• Methodology is public: V-WAP, outliers are omitted, More than 
one project per type  

• Can be used to share risk / upside in long-term offtake agreements 
(a portion of the future price can be tied to the development of the 
relevant index )

• Part of the pathway to the carbon markets defined e.g. in the 
TSVCM 

Times Square, New York



Compiling a portfolio with Puro.earth

• Create a science-based target and aim for net zero at a specific moment in time

• Set a carbon levy (á la Swiss Re) 

• Set up a carbon roadmap with increasing amount 
of permanent carbon removals 

• Start buying carbon removals from SPOT 

• Start making long term agreements with 
suppliers that don’t have the facility yet 

• Commitment today, get immediate PR benefit 

• New projects will yield the return in CORCs in the later years when removals are needed for your net-zero 
claim

Zurich Insurance is a great point of reference.


